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i "KODAKERY"
t' A monthly magazine that teaches how to
: tnake better pictures, will be senf FREE OF
i CHARGE to anyone who purchases one of
i our amateur cameras from a dealer in
:,photograXthic goods, provided this btank is
tfilled out and. sent to us within 30 days
:Irom the date the carnera was purchased.
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Order Film
by Number

All Kodak Films may be distinguished
by the numbers on the ends of the cartons.

A-120 is the number of film for this
camera (No. 2 Folding Autographic
Brownie).

The number appears on the carton, on
the cartridge, and on the Autographic door,
which is located on the back of the camera.

Autographic film can be used in old
style Brownies. old style film can be used
in Autographic Brownies, but to get auto-
graph,ic resu.lts Autographic film must be
used in an Autographic Brownie.

IMPORTANT
When Autographing film, bear down

with the stylus as heavily as the paper
will stand without tearing.



?
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Before Loading

Before taking any pictures with the No.
2 Folding Autographic Brownie Camera
read the following instructions carefully.
Make yourself perfectly familiar with the.
camera, taking especial care to learn how

to operate the shutter. Work it for both
time and instantaneous exposures several

times before threading uP the film.
The first thing for the amateur to bear

in mind is that the light, which serves to
impress the photographic image upon the

sensitive film in a fraction of a second when
it comes through the lens, can destroy the
film as quickly as it makes the picture.
Throughout all the'operations of loading
and unloading, be extremely careful to
keep the red paper wound tightly around

the film to prevent the admission of light.

www.orphancameras.com
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PART I

Loading the Camera

-r-tHE film for the No. 2 Folding
r Brownie Camera, is furnished in

cartridge and the camera can, there-
fore, be loaded in daylight. This
should be done, however, in a sub-

dued light, not in the glare of bright
sunlight. It should also be borne in
mind that after the seal is broken,
care must be taken to keep the red
paper taut on the spool, otherwise it
may slip and loosen sufficiently to TnB Frr_u
fog the film. No. 4-120

1. To load the camera, take a position where

the dayligl-t1 is somewhat subdued, not in the
direct sunlight, and remove front of camera. To
do this, push metal lock to the right, Fig. 1, page 6.

Then grasp the front of camera by the two metal
. 

edges and lift it upwards, first lifting that end on

which the lock is fastened, and remove entirely
that part of the camera. Fig. 2, page 6,

The camera is now ready for loadittg.
5

Autographic
a light-proof
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. Fig. 1

2. At each end of the camera will be found a
recess for holding the film spools.



As sent out from the factory, there is one empty

spool at the winding end of the camera, and the

fiesh cartridge is to be inserted in the opposite end'

The empty spool, which is used as the reel'

must now bg removed. This may be done by first

pulling out the winding key to limit of motion,

which will release the spool, and it can then be

readily removed. Fig' 3'

3. Break and remove the gummed band that

holds the end of red paper, from the cartridge,

unfold the end and thread the red paper into the

longer opening of the slit in empty spool' so that

the slot ,in the end, of spoot witt be at the toP, wh'ile

at the sarne time the slot at enil of ful'|, spool' will' be

at the bottom of the cartr'idge. Then give the empty

spool three or four turns, or until the black lines

+ ''*' i
L;iirl,. ,ir:i: 

****'*'#

Fig. 3

4'
I
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Fig. 4

on outside of paper are reached, at the same time
being qarelr-l that the paper draws straighl o"Jtrue. See Fig. 4.

To secure a tight grip on the red paper un_fold the end, and thread it into the longer
gpenilg in the slit in reel as far ss it wiilVo.
By {oing this the red paper will not be lia6le
to slip.

4. The camera may _ now be loacled by first
u.nrolling .about four inches of the recl prp"r ;;d
then placing the two spools into the filir 'po.t 

"i.at each end of the cameia. Fig 5.

Important
Be sure to get the top of spool at top of ca'rera

(each spool is marked with thb worcl "Top", oo ih"
red paper near the top of the spool) when- inserting,

Fig. 5
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otherwise the film will come on the wrong side of
recl paper when reeled off and total failure will
result. The winding k"y is on the top of the
calltera.

5. After spools have been placed into the pock-
ets, push the full spool as far back as possible in
orcler that the tension spring nray hold it securely in
place, creating sufficient drag to draw the film
taut, ancl afford perfect register of the focal plane.

Press in on the winding k"y in top of carnera and
turn it to the left, until the web on the key fits into
slot in top of ernpty spool, which is the reel. Fig. 6.

Caution
If you turn off too much of the red paper before

the camera is closed, the film will be uncovered,
fogged and ruined.

6. The camera must now be closed, reversing
the operation shown in Figs. 1 and 2. When re-
placing front of camera after it is loaded, first insert

Fig. 6

9
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!h"- "r4 opposite the lock, the edge of box 
'rustbe in the metal groove _at end of fiont, then drop

the end on which the lock is fastened down into
place. Make sure that the metal lock is fastened
securely.

. Throughout the foregoing operations, from the
time the gummed band is broken on the fresh roll
of film until the camera is closed, keep the red paper
wound tightly on the roll. If it - is allowed' to
loosen, light will be admitted and the film fogged.

7 - The roll of film in the camera is covered with
red.paper and this must be partly reeled off before
a picture can be taken. Turn the kev to the left
and watch in the little red window in- the back of
the camera. when about ten or twelve turns have
h""l given, a black index hand will appear in the
little red window. This hand is a warning that the
first number is approaching. Then turn the kev
slowly until. figure 1 appears exactly in the center
of the red window.

Press in on the winding k"y while turning it, so
as to keep the web on the k"y, in the slot ln end
of spool, and to avoid the k"y loosening and allow-
ing film and red paper to unwind.

The fihn is now in position for tzrking the first
picture.

I
I
I



PART II
Makin$ the ExPosures

Ay EFORE making an exposure with the No. 2

-D Folding Autographic Brownie, either time or
instantaneous, be sure of four things:

First-That the shutter is adjusted properly,
for instantaneous, time or "bulb" exposures as

desired.

Second-That the diaphragm lever is placed at
the proper stoP oPening.

Third-That the camera is focused.

Fourth-That an unexposed section of the film
is turned into position.

Operatin$ the Shutter
Perfect familiarity with the shutter is essential

to successful picture taking with any camera.

The following directions should, therefore, be

carefully read and the shutter operated several

times before threading the film up for use.

NorB-The shutter is self-setting. Exposures are made by
pressing push-pin at end of cable release D or pushing down

on exposure lever C. See diagram of shutter on page 12'

Avoid making too sharp a bend in the cable

release, or it will be liable to kink.
11
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"Snapshotstt
For all Ordinary Instantaneous Exposures
First-Move the lever A to 25 or 50 (repre-

senting the speeds of the shutter), according to
the time of instantaneous exposure desired. This
adjusts the shutter for Instantaneous Exposures.

Second-Move the lever B to U.S. g. Lever
B controls the iris diaphragm and U.S. 8 is the
proper opening for ordinary Instantaneous Expo-
sures when the subject is in bright sunshine, using
speed 25.

Third-Press push-pin at end of cable release D
or push down on exposure lever C. Th,is mahes
the exposure.

Norp-Press-push-pin on cable release with a firm, quick
movement, at the same time be sure to hold the camera figid,
as a slight jarring will cause a blurred negative.

l2



Time ExPosures
First-Move the lever A to the point "T" (time)'

This adjusts the shutter for Time Exposures'
Second-Move the lever B to U.S. 4, 8, 16, 32

or 64. See instructions for the use of the dia-

phragms or stops as given on pages 17 and 18, also

the table for making Interior Time Exposures on

pages 32 and 33, and the table for Time Exposures

Outdoors, page 36.
Third-Press the push-pin at end of cable release

D or push down on exposure lever C. This opens

the shutter. Time the exposure by a watch. Again

press the push-pin or the exposure lever. This closes

the shutter.
Bulb ExPosures

When it is desirable to make a very short time
exposure this is best accomplished by making a

"Bulb Exposure".
First-Move the lever A to the point "B" (bulb)'

This adjusts the shutter for "Bulb" Exposures'

Second-Move the lever B controlling the stops,

to U.S. 4, 8, 76, 32 or 64. See instructions for the

use of the diaphragms or stops as given on pages 17

and 18, also the table for making Interior Time
Exposures on pages 32 and 33, and the table for

Time Exposures Outdoors, Page 36.

Third-Press the push-pin at end of cable release

D or push down the exposure lever C, to open the

shutter, and release it to close the shutter' This

makes the exposure. The shutter will remain open

as long ut ih" push-pin or the exposure lever is

under pressure. 
13
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_ Important-Never oil, shutter. fn case of acci_dent, return camera to your dealer or to us for
repairs.

As a general rule, make exposures with the cable
release instead of with the lever C, as the cable
release is less likely to jar the camera.

Instantaneous Exposures
"Snapshots"

_rY-h"T, making instantane-ous- exposures or snap_
snots,.the_subject should be in the broad, op"r,s-unlight, but the camera must not. The iunshould be behind the back or over the shoulder of
the_ operator. If it shines directly into the lens itwill blur and fog the picture

For. special instructions_ in regard to makingportraits indoors, see page 34.

Use Stop U.S. 8 and Speed 25
, fot, all ordinary outdoor work, when the subject
ts rn-the bright sunshine, use stop U.S. g and use
speed 25. If a smallgf- ltop is uied fo, orai"uiy
snaps-hots, the light will be-so much reduced thaitt wrll not sufficiently impress the image on the
film, and failure will result.

When.ma-king portraits out of doors, when thesun,ls shining_ brightly, have the subject in the
shade ol a building or a large tree, but with clear
ancl unobstructed .\y overhead-then use stopU.S.4 and use speed 25. By followi"g thi. ;;-[
unpleasant and distorting shadows on the face will
be avoided.

In views at the"seashore and on the water when
the sunlight on the subject is unusually strong and
there are no heavy shadows, stop i_1.S. tO" arra
speed 50 should be used.

l4



F-or ordinary landscapes, in bright sunshine with
clear sky overhead, use stop tl.S. 16 and speed 25.

If a smaller stop opening than U.S. 16 is used
for snapshots, absolute fa,ilure w,ill result, except that
U.S. 32 should be used for extremely distant views,
marine, snow scenes and clouds, in bright sun-
shine, using speed 25.

Focus on the Subject
Pull up the lever on front of camera, located at

the winding end. Fig. 1 . This unlocks the bed
of camera. Then pull lever forward and push down
the bed of camera to the limit of motion.

At the front of camera bed and at one side will
be found a focusing scale which is to be used for
focusing the camera. The focusing scale has three
slots marked B, 25 and 100 feet.

It is not necessarv to estimate the distance with
any more than approximate accuracy; for instance,
if the focus is set at the slot marked 25 feet (the

Opening the Front

15

Fig. 1.
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usual distance for ordinary street work), every-
thing from about 15% feet to about 66 feet will be

in focus. When the camera is focused in this
manner, it may then be used as a regular fixed focus
camera; and for ordinary snapshots use stop U.S. 8.

When using stop U.S.8 the range of sharpness
will be about 14 feet to infinity, see table on page
t7. Where the principal object is nearer or at a
great distance, the focus should be changed accord-
ingly. For distant views set the focus with the
catch or lever in the slot marked 100 feet, and
when the subject is about 8 feet from the lens, use

the slot marked 8 feet. Where the subject is close
to the lens, then use a Kodak Portrait Attachment,
see page 35, or use a small stop opening, see table on
page 17.

What Depth of Focus Means
Suppose now that the lens is used at its full

opening, U.S. 4, and the focus is set at eight feet.
An object eight feet distant will be absolutely sharp,
but objects six and twelve feet distant will not be.
Stop the lens down to U.S. 16 and those objects each
side of the exact point of focus will increase in
sharpness. Go farther and use stop U.S. 64, and
everything from about four and three-quarters feet
to thirty-six feet will be sharp.

It will thus be seen that the smaller the stop
the greater the depth of focus, i. e., the greater
the power of the lens to sharply define, at the
same time, objects nearer the camera and farther
from the camera than the principal object in the
picture, which, of course, is the object focused

I6



upon. But it is obvious that with the small stops
the exposure must be correspondingly lengthened.

The following table will be a help in determining
the range of critical definition or depth of focus
when the No. 2 Folding Autographic Brownie
Camera (when it is fitted with the Rapid Rectilinear
Lens) is focused with different stops:
Srors U.S.4 U.S.8 U.S.16 U.S.32 U.S.64

Distance
Focused
Upon

100 Fr.
25 Ft.

RANGE OF SHARPNESS.

Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft.

8Ft. l6s/ to rO16% to ll | 6to 13 15% to l8 l4r4 to 36

"Inf." is the abbreviation for Infinity-meaning an infinite
distance from the lens.

29
15
63,

Inf.
,66
r10

to
to

9to
s%t
%t

to
to
to

22
T4
6%

Inf
Inf,
11

1.2
61
06

nf.
nf.
36

toI
toI
to

I7
IT

6

In
Inf
18

co
to
to

13
e%
s%
9

nf.l

l'l
f.le
.It

l4

Ir
I:
3

to
rzt<
to

to
r1

o
o
C
o

O'''' 4

u.s. I
u.s. l6

u.s.32
U,S.64

COPYRIGHT 1922

BY EASTMAN KOOAK COMPANY

Diaphra9ms
The diaphragms, sometimes called stops, should

be used as follows:
U.S.4-For instantaneous exposures on slightl't cloudv days'

T7

This diagram shows the
actual sizes of the stop open-
ings or diaphragms of the
shutter used on the No. 2

Folding Autographic Brownie
Camera when the camera is
fitted with the Rapid Rec-
tilinear Lens. It clearly shows
the relative sizes of the vari-
ous stop openings and the dif-
ference between their areas.
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using speecl 25; also for portraits out of doors, when the sun
is shining, see page 14.

U.S.8-For all ordinary 'instantaneou,s exBosures when the
subject is in bright sunshine, and use specd 25.

U.S. 16-F-or instantaneous exposures when the sunlight on
tlre subject is unusually slrong and there are no heavy shadorvs,
sucli as in views at the seastrore and on the water, using speed 50;
for ordinary landscapes, in bright sunsliine with clear sky over-
head, using speed 25; also for Interior Time Exposures, the
time for which is given in the table on page 33.

U.S. 32-For instantaneous exposllres of extremely distant
views, marine, snow scenes and cloucis, in bright sunshine,
using speed 25; also for Time Exposures.

U.S. 64-For Time Exposures C)utdoors in clotrdy weather.
l{euer for instonlaneou; ex'ltosures. The tirne required for time
exposures on clotrdy days with smarllest stop will range from
1 second to 8 seconds, accorcling to the liglrt, see page 36. The
smaller the stop the sharper the picture, see tzr"ble on page 17.

Absolute failtrye tuill resu.lt, if thesmallest stop (U.S. 64) is
used for instant:rneous exposures.

NorB-In all of the instnrctions in this rnanual, where the
subject is out of doors, the exposures given are calculated for

Extc'nciing the Bellows
1ti

**'*



Irours from 2/" haurs after sunrise until 2t/ hovrs before sunset-
If earlier or later the time required rvili be longer. For objects
in the shadow, under porches or undcr trees, no accurate
directions can be given, experience only can teach the proper
exposure to give.

Extending the Bellows
Extend the bellows by pulling out the front of

camera. Grasp the round post on slide plate and
pull out the front to the slot marked for the distance
desired, 8, 25 or 100 feet, and the camera will be
in focus for the distance at which you place the
catch. Fig.2, page 18.

Norri-The focusing scale is marked both for feet and for
meters zrnd czrre shoulc-l be taken not to confound them.

The catch or locking device is on the left side
at the bottom of front boardn and to set the focus,
press the lever, then pull out front of camera to
the slot marked for the distance desired.

Making the Exposure
Airn the camera at the object to be photographed

and locate the image in the finder, which is placed
on the front of the camera.

Fig. 3

19
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Fig. 4

For a vertical exposure hold the camera as shown
in Fig. 3, page 19. For a horizontal picture the
camera must be held as shown in Fig. 4, turning
the finder as indicated.

Hold the canlera steady,-hold it level as shown
in illustrations, and press the push-pin at end of
cable release. Th,'is makes the exposure.

Always look into the finder from directly over
it, not at an angle. The finder gives the scope of
view and shor,vs a facsimile of the picture as it will
appear, but on a redr-rcecl scale. Aty object that
cloes not shou' in the finder will not show in the
picture.

I t will be noticed that the top of the finder is
notchecl, as shown in Fig. 5, page 21. This is done
so that the one finder will correctly show the view
included when the camera is held in either vertical
or horizontal position. As the picture taken with
the No. 2 Folding Autographic Rrownie is obloilS,
it will readily be seen that unless the finder was
rnade in this rnanner it could not correctly show the
eract view intended when the camera is held in
either position.

20



VIEW INCLUDED WHEN VIEW INCLUDED WIIEN
NIAKING A VERTICAL MAKING A HORIZONTAL

PrcruRE 
Fig. 5 

PICTURE

Remember that the view included within the
shaded portions will not show in the picture.

Fig. 6 shows how to hold the carnera when mak-
ing an exposure without the use of the cable release.

Grasp the bed of camera firmly with the left hand,
steady it with the right and with the thumb of the
right hand lightly push down on the exposure lever.

Fig. 6

21
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Important
When making instantaneous exposures with

any camera, hold it firmly against the body

22



as shown in illustrations, and when operatin$

the cable release or pushin$ down on the

exposure lever, hold the breath for the instant.

23
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Hold

The canrera
must be held
level.

If the opera-
tor atternpts to
photograph a

tall building
while standing
near it, by point-
ing the camera
upward (think-
irg thereby to
center it) the re-
sult will be simi-
lar to Fig. 7.

When making
this picture the
camera was
pointed too
high. This
building should

Camera Level

!-ig. 7
Effect produced by tilting the

camera

have been taken from the building opposite, and at
a level corresponding with the middle of the subject.

The operator should hold the camera leael, af.ter
withdrawing to a proper distance, as indicated by
the image shown in the finder.

If the object is down low, like a small child or
a dog, the camera should be held down level with
the center of the object.

24



The Auto$raPhic Feature

The Autographic Brownie has a spring-door on

the back covering a narrow slot through which

the writing is done upon the red paper. The slot

is provided with an automatic safety spring border

which operates when the door is open to press the

papers into contact with back of the film, thus

securing the sharp printing of the image of the

writing and preventing the diffusion of light arounC

the edges of the slot. This slot is located so that
normally the writing colnes between the exposures.

&tjn, B{rt6& T,qgd[t.*.c, Wtfr;

a/rrt Grnrln"rThptu*ucd' Pfi . Tllt{

ftxrrqt- e*$qrA firasfr'" {f 4{ilr,ft ,Tt o{rt
#!{.#twsrdddFiFl.ffi

€rrt$r&e- Ak-&-t{r,F{r4r, fa* /a,m il*f*

Tn{nsrt$ H}agr lll fdfm, Ct^tc" *F/tS

:fil(*a.t|.r0d$,} f'0.. tft{r{-6,Qf P' n''

AN AUTOGITAPHIC NtrGATIVE
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Fig. 8

The Autographic Record as a Guide
M.ury amateurs have distinctly improved the

quality of their work by making nbt"r, ut the time
of exposure, of the prevaili.rg .otrditions, as: Brightlight, 1-25 sec._,. stop U.S. B,_which, by the ;;;,
can be easily abbreviated to B , 7_25, g. Uy k;;pilg such records the amateur can quickiy n,ia
the causes of failure, if any. By compu.i"g 

"A;-tives and records he will soon get a line "o, il,
errors and when he knows what hir 

"rrors are, he
9ar easily rectify them. It is obvious that the
best_ way to make these records is autographicallt-
on th,e rtl*, at the time.

The Operation
After the picture is taken, lift up the spring-door

on back of camera with thumb (Fig. g). ule a["
stylus, held in as upright a positio.r .", is conv"ri"rf,
and write on lh". strip of exposed red p"il; ;;;
memorandum desired, such ai the title or in" oi;-

26



Fig. 9

Position of stylus when writing record data on
a u t o sr11[],?ltT,.t 

fil'J#f,: 
u se d i n

ture, the date, or details in regard to the exposure,
light, stops, etc., (Fig. 9).

The "Autographic Negative" printed on page
25 is merely to suggest a few of the thousand and
one ways in which autographic records may be
used to add value to the negatives,

To $et a clear irnpression, press firmly on
both up and down strokes. While writing or
afterwards the sun should not be allowed to
shine upon the paper. The action of the stylus
so affects the tissue as to permit the light to record
the writing upon the film. After finishing the writ-
ing the door should be left open for the printing,
in accordance with the following table:

5 to 7 Seconds
ffi

Incandescent Light, distance 2 inches, 30 to
60 seconds.

(Expose to the sk!, but not to the sun.)

I

I our oF DooRS

uwl 2ffi
I

DrrLLLrcrrr lffi

27
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Welsbach Light, distance O inches, 30
seconds.

Close the door before winding the next
of film into place.

Caution-In order to locate the writing accur-
ately in the space between the negatives, it is im-
portant that the fihn should be turned so that
the exposure number centers perfectly in the red
window in the back of the Brownie.

Turn a new section of film into position:
Press in slightly on the winding k"y in top of
camera, and turn it slowly to the left, until the
next number appears in the red window. Three
or four turns will be sufficient to accomplish this.
See Fig. 10. The warning index hand appears only
before No. 1.

Repeat the foregoing operations for each picture.

Fis. 10

Turr-ring a new section of fihn into position

to 60

section

28



ItnDortant-When you have made the exposure on the last
.";iiJr;iil;;ro[ o] fihir and have made the-autqgraphic record
;i'ii-i;-.;;;idu.tt." with the foregoing directions, turn the
#i",ii"n G" o}-itt" Brownie until thi letter (A) appears. in the
;;'i;'.f-i"h" *i;ao* in the back of the ca-mera' Raise th,e

;;;'i;-,i;";-;"a *rit" voui ".-" on the red.paper, expose it
i6-lh; .kt the same as was done when-mqklle the .exposure
iecords, ihen close the spring-door and finish winding hlm
;;;;;; pup"? foi-i"t"on.f froit the camera' - The film is now
;;;;-;"';;;d to vout frnisher, antl when-developed will .be
readily identified by.the autographic copy ot your name wnlcn
you wrote on trle reo Paper.

Time ExPosures-Interiors
To make a Time Exposure, open and focus the

camera as when making an Instantaneous Ex-

posure, see pages 15 and 16, then place the camera

in position on a table, chair, tripod or some other

firm support.
If a table or
chair is used, be

sure to place the
camera not more
than two or three
inches from the
edge, so as to a-
void including
part of the table

Diagram, showing Positions for
Camera

or chair in the Picture.
Place the camera in such a position that the

finder will embrace the view desired. The diagram

shows the proper positions for the camera' It
should not be pointed directly at a window as the
glare of light will blur the picture. If all the win-

do*, 
"unnot 

be avoided, pull down the shades of

such as come within range of the camera.

lr
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I.-ig. 11

. Flg. lL shows the camera in position for a ver-
tical exposure. The camera is il.o provided with
tripod sockets and may be used on a tripod.

when it is desired to make a horizontar time
exposure without the use of a tripod, pull down
the same lever at front of bed of ca-eral that was

Fig. 12

30



used for the support when taking a vertical expo-

sure, and place the camera in the position as shown

in Fig. 12, page 30.

Adjust the shutter for a Time Exposure, as de-

scribed on page 13.

All being in readiness, press the push-pin at end

of cable release, or push down on exposure lever,
once to open and again to close the shutter. Time
the exposure by a watch.

Another Method
Another way of making short time exposures'

which has much to recommend it, is as follows:

Hold the palm of the hand or a card close to the
front of the camera, so as to cover the lens and
exclude all light (see Fig. 13 ) . Push down the
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exposure lever to open the shutter; remove the
hand and give the proper exposure; replace the
hand in front of the lens and again press the lever
to close the shutter.

Ceurrox-If using the hand, be careful not to
touch the front of the lens, or it will leave a finger
mark.

Some experienced amateurs prefer this method
as it practically does away with all danger of jarring
the camera during exposure, and thus blurring the
picture.

Turn the Winding Key:
After making the autographic record, press in

slightly on the winding key and turn the next
section of film into position, as described before.
(See page 28.)

The camera is now ready for the next Interior
Exposure.

Follow the directions given heretofore for each
successive exposure.

When the last Interior Exposure is made, adjust
the shutter for Instantaneous Exposures as before
directed.

Time Needed for Interior Exposures
The following table gives the approximate time

of the exposure required under varying conditions
of light. The time given in the table is with stop
U.S. 16 in the lens. If stop U.S. 8 is used give
one-half the time; with stop U.S.4, one-fourth
the time; with stop U.S.32 give twice the time,
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and if stop U.S. 64 is used, give four times the time
oiitt" table. The smaller the stop the sharper.the
picture, see table on- page 17. Stop U.S. 16 gives
the best average results for Interiors:

White walls and rnore than one window:
bright sun outside, 4 seconds;
hazy sun, 10 secondsl
cloudY bright, 20 secondsl
cloudv dull, 40 seconds.

White walls and only one window:
bright sun outside, 6 secondsl
hazy sun, 15 seconds;

. cloudY bright, 30 seconds;
cloudy dull, 60 seconds.

Medium colored walls and han!,in$s and more
.than one window:

bright sun outside, 8 seconds;
hazy sun, 20 seconds;
cloudy bright, 40 seconds;
cloudy dull, 80 seconds.

Medium colored walls and hangin$s and only
one window:

bright sun outside, 12 seconds;
hazy sun, 30 seconds;
cloudy bright, 60 seconds;
cloudy dull, 120 seconds.

Dark colored walls and hangin$s and more
than one window:

bright sun outside, 20 seconds;
hazy sun, 40 seconds;
cloudy brieht, 80 seconds;
cloudy duli, 2 minutes, 40 seconds.

Dark colored walls and hangings and only one
window:

bright sun outside, 40 seconds;
hary sun, 80 seconds;
clotidy bright, 2 minutes, 40 seconds;
cloudy dull, 5 minutes, 20 seconds.

The foregoing table is calculated for rooms where
windo-s g?t t"n" direct light from the sky, and
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for hours from three hours after sunrise until three
hours before sunset.

If earlier or later the time required will be longer.

To Make a portrair
Have the subject sitting in a chair partly facing

the light, and turn the face slightly towards the
camera, which should be located a little higher
than an ordinary table. The eyes of the subject
should be centered on an object at the same level
with the lens. Center the image in the finder.
For a three-quarter figure the camera should be
about 8 feet from the subject and for a full_length
figure about 10 feet. The background should form
a contrast with the subject. When making por_
traits indoors, a light background usually gi.,", u
more pleasing effect than a dark one.

3n.
I

C-Camera W-WindowS-Subject R-Reflector

To produce a satisfac-
tory illumination of the
face, have the subject,
camera and window in the
positions as shown in the
diagram. It is advisable
to use a reflector, to ob-
tain more detail in the
shaded part of the face.
A white towel or sheet
placed over a screen or
high piece of furniture will
make a suitable reflector;
place it at an angle and in

w
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the position as indicated in the diagram.
For further instructions describing other methods

used to produce various lighting effects, ask your
dealer or write to us for a copy of the booklet:
"At Home with a Kodak."

For instructions in regard to making portraits
outdoors when the sun is shining, see page 14.

Kodak Portrait Attachment
By using the Kodak Portrait Attachment, large

head and shoulder portraits of various sizes may

be obtained.
The Attachment is simply an extra lens slipped

on over the regular lens, and in no way affects the

operation of the camera except to change the focus.

When the Attachment is in position and the
camera set:

At 8 feet focus, the subject must be exactly
2 f.eet 9 inches from the lens.

At 25 feet focus, place the subject 3 feet 8 inches

from the lens.
At 100 feet focus, place the subject 4 feet 2 inches

from the lens.
Use Kodak Portrait Attachment No. 8 with

the No. 2 Folding Autographic Brownie Camera.

Kodak Diffusion Portrait
Attachment

The Kodak Diffusion Portrait Attachment is a

supplementary lens used in exactly the same manner

as the regular Kodak Portrait Attachment. It
produces a true, soft-focus effect entirely free from

35
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objectionable "fuzziness" or out-of-focus appear-
ance. By using this Attachment, portraits are
made more artistic, due to the softening effect of
diffusion.

When ordering, specify Kodak Diffusion por-
trait Attachment No. 8; this is the size that
fits the No.2 FoldingAutographic Brownie Camera.

Time Exposures-Outdoors
When the smallest stop (U.S.64) is in the lens

the light admitted is so much reduced that time
exposures out of doors may be made the same as
interiors, but the exposures must be much shorter.

With Sunshine-The shutter can hardly be
opened and closed quickly enough to avoid over-
exposure.

With Light Clouds-From 1 to 3 seconds will
be sufficient.

With Heavy Clouds-From 4 seconds to 8
seconds will be required.

The foregoing table is calculated for hours from
2/ hours after sunrise until 2/z hours before sunset,
and for objects in the open. For other hours or
for objects in the shadow, under porches or under
trees, no accurate directions can be given; experi-
ence only can teach the proper exposure to give.

Time Exposures cannot be rnade while the
camera is held in the hands. Always place it
upon some firm support, such as a tripod,
table or chair.



For exceedingly short time exposures as described

on page 36, use the "Bulb Exposure", see page 13'

Flash-light ExPosures

By the introduction of Eastman Flash Sheets,

picture taking at night has been wonderfully simpli-

fied. A package of flash sheets, a piece of card-

board, a pin and a match complete the list of es-

sential extras, although a Kodak Flash Sheet Holder
is a great convenience.

With flash sheets, no lamp is necessary; there

is a minimum of smoke and they are far safer than

any other self-burning flash medium, besides giving

a softer light that is less trying to the eyes.

Many interiors can be taken with the flash sheets

that are impracticable by daylight, either by reason

of a lack of illumination or because there are win-

dows in a direct line of view which cannot be

darkened sufficiently to prevent the blurring of

the picture.
Evening parties, groups around a dinner or card

table or single portraits may be readily made by

the use of our flash sheets, thus enabling the ama-

teur to obtain souvenirs of many occasions which,

but for the flash-light, would be quite beyond the

range of the art.
Preparation for the Flash-The shutter should

be adjusted for a Time Exposure, as described on

page 13 of this manual (stop U.S. 8 must be used),

then place the camera on some level support where

it will take in the view desired, see pages 29 and 30'
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Pin a flash 
- 
sheet by one corner to a piece of

cardboard which has previously been nxed in a
perpendicular position. If the cardboard is u,hiteit will act as a reflector and increase the strength
of the flash.

The flash sheet should be placed two feet behind
and two or three feet to one side of the camera.
If placed in front, or on a line with front of camera,
the light from the flash would strike the lens and
blur the picture. It should be placed at one side
as well as behind, so as to throw a shadow and give
a little relief in the lighting. The flash shoulJ be
a little higher than the camera. The support upon
which the flash is to be made shoulcl 

"ot project
far enough in front of it to cast a shadow in fiont
of the camera. An extra piece of cardboard a foot
square placed under the flash sheet will prevent
any sparks from the flash doing damage. By
using the Kodak Flash Sheet Holder, howJver, 

"itthese contingencies are taken care of , and we
strongly advise its use.

The Kodak Flash Sheet Holder
This holder may be held in the

hand , always between you and, the
fl,ash sheet, or it may be used on
any tripod, it being provided with
a socket for this purpose. The
sheet is placed in position in the
center of the larger pan over the
round opening, which has a raised
saw-tooth edge extending half-way
around it. Press with the thumb
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on the sheet, so a slight break is made and a portion
of the sheet projects partially through the opening.
Then to insure the sheet being more securely
fastened, press around the notched edge, forcing
this portion of the flash sheet firmly into position
on the pan.

To set off the flash, merely insert a lighted match,
from behind, through the round opening in the
center.

Taking the Picture
Having the camera and the flash sheet both in

position and all being in readiness, open the camera
shutter, stand at arm's length and touch a match
from behind, through the round opening in the center
of the holder.

If the Kodah Flash Sheet Holder is not used, llace the match
in a silit stick at least tTao feet long.

There will be a bright flash which will impress
the picture on the sensitive film. Then press the
push-pin or push the exposure lever to close the
shutter. Make the autographic record by follow-
ing the table as given on pages 27 and 28, and turn
the next section of film into place with the wind-
ing key, ready for another picture.

The Flash Sheet
The size of the sheet required to light a room

varies with the distance of the object farthest from
the camera, and the color of the walls and hangings:

TABLE
For ten feet distance and light walls and

hangings, use one No. 1 sheet.
For ten feet distance and dark walls and

hangings, use one No. 2 sheet.
For fifteen feet distance and light walls and

hangings, use one No. 2 sheet.
For fifteen feet distance and dark walls and

hangings, use one No, 3 sheet.
Neaer use more than one sheet at o time, in the Koilak Flash

Sheet Holiler.
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To Make a Portrait-Have the subject sitting
in a chair partly facing the camera (which should
be located a little higher than an ordinary table)
and turn the face slightly towards the camera,
having the eyes centered on an object at the same
level with the lens. The proper distance from the
camera to the subject can be ascertained by look-
ing at the image in the finder. For a three-quarter
figure this will be about 8 feet and for a full-length
figure about 10 feet.

For use of the Kodak Portrait Attachment. see

page 35.

The flash should be on the side of the camera
away from the face, that is, the subject should not
face it. The flash should be at about the same
height or a little higher than the head of the subject.

To Make a Group-Arrange the chairs in the
form of an arc, facing the camera so that each
chair will be exactly the same distance from the
camera. Half the persons composing the group
should be seated and the rest should stand behind
the chairs. If the group is large any number of
chairs may be used, but none of the subjects should
be seated on the floor, as is sometimes seen in large
pictures, because the perspective would be too
violent.

Backgrounds-In making single portraits or
groups, care should be taken to have a suitable
background against which the figures will show
in relief, a light backgrourrd is better than a dark
one, and often a single figure or two will show



up well against a lace curtain. For larger groups
a medium light wall will be suitable.

The finder on the camera will aid the operator
in composing the picture so as to get the best effect.
In order to make the image visible in the finder
the room will have to be well lighted. The lights
may be left on while the picture is being made,
provided none of them show in the finder.

Eastman Flash Sheets burn more slowly than
flash powders, producing a much softer light and
are, therefore, far preferable for portrait work; the
subject, however, should be warned not to move,
as the picture is not taken instantaneously, about
one second being required to burn one sheet.

Eastman Flash Cartridges
Eastman Flash Cartridges may be substituted for

the sheets if desired. We recommend the sheets,
however, as more convenient, cheaper and capable
of producing the best results. The cartridges are
superior only when absolutely instantaneous work
is essential.

Closing the Camera
1. To disengage front from lock on focusing

scale so that it may be pushed back, press in with
finger on catch which is located just above the
focusing scale.

2. Keep catch pressed and slide back the front
a short distance. The catch may then be released
and front pushed back into the camera box. Re-
verse the operation as shown in Fig. 2, page 18.
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3. Close the camera by pressing down on arm
locks on each side of bed as shown in illustration
(Fig. 14). The bed will now close readily.

Caution
Before closing the bed of the camera make sure

that the finder is in the position for making a verti-
cal exposure or in the upright position. The front
board must be pushed back to, and only to, the
limit of motion.

If the finder and front board are in proper posi-
tion they will not interfere with the bed in closing.

Avoid making too sharp a bend in the cable
release when closing the camera, or it will be liable
to kink.

Fig. 14

Closing the Bed of Camera



PART III
Removing the Film

\^/HEN changing the spools of film in the
Y v Brownie Camera, avoid doing so in the

direct sunlight.
The change can be made in the open, but to

avoid all liability of fogging the edges of the film
it should be done in a subdued light.

1. When the last section of film has been ex-
posed and the autographic record of your name
has been made according to instructions on page
29, give the winding k"y about twelve extra turns.
This covers the film with red paper again.

2. Provide an extra spool of film (No. A-I20)
to fit the camera and take a position where the
daylight is somewhat subdued, not in the direct
sunlight.

'IlFi

trig. 1

Holding red paper taut

T;"

13

rvhile turning key
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3. Rernove the front
page 5.

4. Holding the paper
turn the key until paper

of camera as described on

taut so as to wind tightll',
is all on reel. See Fig. 1,

page 43.
5. Hold ends of red paper and sticker together,

to prevent paper from loosening on roll. If sticker
folds under roll, when wound, turn the winding key
to bring it up.

6. Pull out winding k"y to the limit of motion,
and lift out roll of film as shown in Fig.2.

7. Fold over about half-an-inch at end of red
paper (ro as to make subsequent breaking of the
seal easy) and then seal with the sticker.

8. Wrap up the exposed film immediately to
prevent the possibility of light being admitted.

The roll of film is now ready for developing ancl
printing.

9. Now remove empty spool and load as des-
cribed in Part I, page 5.

Fig. 2
I-ifting out roll of exposed film
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Important
Film should be developed as promptly as possible

after exposure.

The quality of the irnage on all sensitized pro-
clucts is retained by immecliate clevelopment after
exposrlre.

Losd your Brownie with Kodsk Filnn.
Look for this Trsde Mark on the box:

"Il it isn't Eastrnalt, it isn't Kodak Film."

"Cinch Marks"
If the film and paper loosen up a trifle when

taken from the calnera, many amateurs are likely
to take the cartridge in the hand and wind it as

closely as possible, "cinching" it tightly with a

twisting motion. There's nothing more likely to
injure the negative than this tight drawing of the
film, as it abrades the surface, making fine parallel
scratches running lengthwise of the film, which, in
some cases, rn'ill ruin the negative. Do not "ci,nch"
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the cartr'idge. It simply needs to be wound tightly
enough so that the red paper keeps inside the flanges
at the ends of the spool.

Keep Dust Out of the Camera
Defective negatives are often cause.l by particles

of dust which have collected on the inside of the
camera and settle upon the film. These particles
of dust produce small, dark spots upon the prints.

It ir, therefore, well to wipe out the inside of
calnera and bellows occasionally with a slightll'
clamp cloth. In summer weather, or after the
canrera has remained idle for any lcngth of time,
this needs special attention.

Clean Lenses
Dirty or dusty lenses are frequently the cause of

photographic failures. These pictures illustrate this
point clearly. The sharp, full-timed picture on this

page was taken with
the lens clean and
in good order. To
produce an effect
as is shown in the
picture on the next
page, the face or the
back of the lens is
lightly touched with
the thumb, which
is slightly damp
with perspiration.

CLEAN LENS



Lenses should be frequently examined. Rernove
the front of the camera from the back, as described
on pages 5 and 6 (when there is no film in it) then
open the front of the camera, extend the bellows
and open the shutter. Adjust the shutter as when
rnaking a Time Exposure; the largest stop (Il.S.4)
should be in position. Hold the camera so that
the front is towards the light, then look through
the lens from the back of the camera, and if the
lens is found to be dirty, it should be wiped, both
front and back, with a clean, soft linen handkerchief.
In summer weath-
er this needs special
attention.

Large spots of
dust or dirt on the
lens will cause de-
fects in the picture,
r,vhile if the lens is
evenly covered
rvith a film of dust,
dirt or moisture,
the effect will be to cut off a great deal of light and
make the picture under-timed.

LtrNS SLIGIITLY DIRTY
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Finishing the Pictures
F|HERE are two distinct steps in the making ofr- photographs-the picture taking and the pic-
ture f,nishing. In order to free our instruction
books from all unnecessary details, which might be
confusing, we furnish with the camera the direc-
tions for picture taking only.

The instructions in this little book are ample for
the manipulation of the camera under every con-
dition that the amateur is likely to encounter.
Similarly, those who wish to do their own develop-
ing and printing will find equally full instructions
accompanying the Kodak Film Tanks (for develop-
ing in daylight) or our Outfits for tray or dark-room
use.

To develop Film (No. 4.-120) used in the No. 2

Folding Autographic Brownie, provide, preferably,
a "Brownie" Kodak Film Tank. (These films
may be developed in the larger tanks that are
made for use with films of longer spool length-but
not so economically.) The Film (No. .4-120) may
also be developed in daylight in the No. 2 Brownie
Developing Box; the method of developing film in
the Box is different than when using the Tank.

If the dark-room method of development is
preferred, an Eastman A B C Developing and
Printing Outfit should be provided.

In keeping with our plan and purpose to provide
the users of our cameras with every help in the
production of good pictures, we will be glad to



furnish
at any
or not.

With the Kodak Film Tank and Velox paper

many amateurs find as great pleasure in the finish-
ing of the pictures as in the taking of them, and are

able to produce, by the simple methods we have
perfected, work of the highest order.

We never lose interest in the purchaser of a

Brownie. We are not only willing but are anxious
at all times to help solve any problems that he may

encounter, either by sending on the necessary
printed instructions or by individual correspondence.
Such customer, in availing himself of the knowledge
of our experts, puts himself under no obligations
to us. He is simply availing himself of one of the
things that he is entitled to when he buys a Brownie

or a Kodak-and that is, Kodak service.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
RocsBsrBn, N. Y.

such
time,

developing and printing instructions,
whether a tank or outfit is purchased
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PRICE LIST
Autographic Film Cartridge, No. A-120,

6 exposures,2% x3%. $

Carrying Case for the No. 2 Folding Auto-
graphic Brownie Camera

Kodak Portrait Attachment, No. 8 for
use with the No. 2 Folding Autographic
Brownie Camera

Kodak Diffusion Portrait Attachment,
No.8

Kodak Color Filter, No. 8

Kodak Sky Filter, No. 8

"Brownie" Kodak Film Tank.
Duplicating Outfit for above Tank

Brownie Developing Box, No. 2

Developer Powders for "Brownie" Kodak
Film Tank or Brownie Developing Box,
per pkg. % doz.

Eastman A. B. C. Developing and Print-
ing Outfit, for dark-room development,
(for 4 x 5 negatives or smaller), complete

Kodak Acid Fixing Powder, per 1-lb. pkg.
Per /-lb. pkg.. .

Per /-lb. pkg.. . 
so

.25

1.50

./J

1.25

.75

3.50
1.50

1.7 5

.20

2.00

.25

.15

.10



.28

Kodaloid Printing Masks No. 3, for use
with No. 2 Brownie Negatives, each.... . $ .10

Velox Paper, per dozen 2% * 3%. . .12
Nepera Solution, for developing Velox,

per 4-ounce bottle
Velox Transparent Water Color Starnps,

complete booklet of 12 colors. . . . .

Velox Transparent Water Color Stamp
Outfit, consisting of Artist's Mixing
Palette, three special Camel's Hair
Brushes, and one book of Velox Trans-
parent Water Color Stamps (12 colors)

Eastman Reducer and Stain Remover,
per pkg. of 5 tubes.

Velox Re-developer, per package contain-
ing 2-ounce bottle

Solio Paper, 2% x 3/, per pkg., 2 dozen
Combined Toning and Fixing Solution

for Solio, per 8-ounce bottle
Per 4-ounce bottle

Eastman Pyro Developer Powders, in
sealed glass tubes, per box of 5 tubes..

Eastman Hydrochinon and Special De-
veloper Powders, in sealed glass tubes,
per box of 5 tubes

Bastman Pyro Developer Powders, per
fu dozen pairs. .25

Glass Stirring Rod Thermometer 1.50
Kodak Dark-roorn Lamp, No. 2, ,fi-inch

wick. t.25
Eastman Flash Sheets, No. 1, per package

of. r/ dozen

.)l

.45

1.00

.50

.30

.20

.50

.30

')<

.30

.JJ
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Eastman Flash Sheets, No. 2, per package
of.%dozen .. ..$

No. 3, per package of. / dozen

Kodak Flash Sheet Holder.

Eastman Filrn Developing Clips (nick-
eled) 3/-inch, per pair. .

Kodak Junior Film Clips, No. 1, each. .

Kodak Trimming Board, S-inch

No. 0 Kodak Metal Tripod

Bull's-Eye Tripod

Flexo Tripod

Optipod, for attaching camera to the edge of
a table, chair, fence, etc.. .

Eastman Film Negative Album, to hold
100 2% x 3% negatives.

Kodak Dry Mounting Tissue, 3 dozen
sheets, 2% * 3%...

Eastman Photo Blotter Book, for blotting
and drying prints

Baltic Mounts for prints 2% x 3)y', per 100

Per 50.

Agrippa Album, flexible leather cover,
loose-leaf, 50 black leaves, size 7 x 11. . . .

Cloth cover

Kodak Print Roller, double, 6-inch

Flexo Print Roller, single, 4-inch

52

.56

.84

1.25

.25

.12

.iJ

2.7 5

2.00

1.50

7.25

1.00

.10

.40

2.60

1.30

3.00

1.50

1.00

.JJ



"How to Make Good Pictures," an illus-
trated book for the amateur that includes
many helpful suggestions; it shows vari-
ous methods of making exposures, devel-
oping, printing, enlarging, etc... ........ $

Developing Film only, per roll of 6 expo-
sures, 2% * 3%. . .

Printing and mounting only, on Velox,
2% x 3)y', each

Prints unmounted. each .

All prints furnished unmounted unless otherwise specified.

Nore-If mailing us film for development do not fail to
mark the package plainly with your name and address, and
write us a letter of advice. with remittance.

8 x 10 Bromide Enlargements, mounted
oncards,each. ... .$1.00

10 x 12, each . 1.40

1l x 74, each . 1.7 5

On enlargement orders, if, in our opinion, the enlargement
will be improved by double mounting, we will do so at an
additional charge of 10 cents, or triple mounted at 15 cents.

AII 0rices subject to change without notice.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
Rocnnsrpn, N. Y.

.40

.15

.09

.07
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A PRACTICAL book for the amateur'
/-f. It describes in a simple, understandable
way every phase of photography that the
arnateur is likely to be interested in, such as

various methods of making exposures, devel-
oping, printing, making enlargements, etc.
Profusely illustrated. 772 pages.

Price, $ .40

Price subject to change uithout notice.

EASTMAN I<ODAK COMPANY
At your dealer's RocrrBsrliR, N. Y
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SERVICE
DEPARTMEl\T
AnorrroNar. AssrsrANCE FoR
Mar<rxc BBrrBn Prcrunps

A LTHOUGH we give in this
I' r manual all of the essential
directions for using the camera
it accompanies, there are ama-
teurs who wish for further
knowledge of photography.

The Service Department is at
their service, your service.

Do not hesitate to call on us
for inforrnation on any photo-
graphic subject.

We are at your seraice, write to us-
there is no charge, no obligation.

Address all Communications

Snnvrce DnpLntunur
EASTMAI\ KODAK COMPANY

RocunsrER, N. Y., U. S. A.
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F'clox

t-

now ir/enttlfab/a
-f1o proteet Kodak umateurs, and to pro-
I tect Developitrg and ['rinting houses

that endeavor to give their" eustrlrners thc'
best possible resuli,s, we huve rnucle Velox
plr,peridentifiable. The trtcle na,Ino "Veklx"
is printed, faintlv, on thc back of ever.y
sheet. f-,tlok for it "

fnsist on Velox , the paper tha,t exaetlr'
meets the requirernents of tmateur negu-
tives-and know yott'rc gottirrg the best
result,s possible from your filrns.

T'he Velor Boolt tells tlrc u:orki,ng of n, sirnsilr
'p(tper in s'i,rnple terms-a aalu,ehle, photu>
graphic help. Free frorn ut,s or aorlr dealer.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
RocstrsrtrR, N. Y.




